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　The link between Cultural Heritage and Intellectual Property is ancient and always actual. In the 
centuries these two dimensions, personal and economic, have improved the our perception of Arts.
　We can say that the Copyright has three missions. First of all a “cheering mission” in the cultural 
heritage's development; they have had also a “protective mission” for its preservation and, finally, the 
copyrights can serve the cultural heritage's “educational mission”.
　Respect to the cheering mission, since the XV century, in Italy has began the protection of artworks 
and of artistical techniques; therefore through this defence were created many appreciable works now 
present in our cities.
　Historically, for instance, in the Venetian Republic there was a statute that granted a s.c. privilege, 
i.e. a patent (and its related economic benefits), that lasted 10 years, to the guild of glaziers rather than 
to the single glazier.
　These masters were the same people who created glass artworks in Murano and, at that time, the 
craft secret's infringement was punished with the death. The related artworks are not protected directly 
by copyrights, even if the first copyright's laws have been in Venice at the last of 1400.
　During the Reinassance, through a better cultural image, a city could demonstrate a greater political 
power. In the Municipal Age-when Italy was fragmented into many small states - the art was a 
political tool, and this is the reason whereby the Italy has, now, the most important cultural heritage in 
the world1).
　In a utilitarian view (Mill, Bentham) these were the instruments that have promoted, at that time, 
an economic growth and today allow us, visiting noble palaces, as Palazzo Pitti here in Florence, 
to enjoy of amazing chandeliers (without a legal protection against the plagiarism, in fact, these 
creations-that would become part of our's cultural heritage-there would be no because economically 
disadvantageous)2).
　As we said, over the cheering mission, the intellectual property law, especially the copyright law, 
has a protective mission of the cultural heritage.
　This protection in Italy has developed a “double track”3), i.e. two profiles: public and private. They 
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are two parallel tracks, but sometimes they meet up.
　The public profile is represented, first of all, by the art. 9 of Constitution that litteraly protects 
and enhances the historical and artistic heritage of the nation. There are also european rules, as the 
art. 3 TUE and art. 167 TFUE, that express general principles of conservation and safeguarding of 
cultural heritage. We have, also, adhered to international conventions (from the first convention on 
the protection of cultural heritage during the wars, signed at Aja in 1954, to the Convention of Paris in 
1997 on protection of immaterial cultural heritage).
　However, in the national legal system (after some Bourbon's provisions of 1775 on the Pompei's 
protection and the “Croce's Law” in 1920 on the landscape's protection) the first-comprehensive - law 
on the cultural heritage's protection has been the “Bottai's law” in 1939 (l. n. 1089/1939); after many 
decades we have now a single text so called “Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio”: “Code of the 
cultural objects and the landscape” (D. lgs 22 January 2004, n. 42: CBC), that is now the our main 
reference.
　The artwork's protection has an other constitutional matrix in the art. 35 Cost. that defends the job 
in all its expressions (v. art. 2060 c.c.).
　The Civil law helps the Public law through the Copyright Law (L. 22 April 1941, n. 633, s.c. LDA) 
and the Civil Code (artt. 2575-2583) defending the economic interest (art. 25 LDA, until 70 years after 
the author's death) and the author's moral rights (artt. 20-23 LDA and art. 2577 c.c., forever).
　On one hand the moral rights-right to reveal and to claim the authorship, right of unreleased, rights 
to retire from commerce artwork's copies, to integrity of the work opposing to any distortion of it-
are, first of all, attributed to author (artt. 20-21 LDA); when he is died these faculties are attributed, 
from generation to generation (perpetually), to his descendants (not to his heirs) iure proprio, i.e. as a 
personal right (art. 23 LDA) to defend the author's memory and his cultural message4).
　Before the Constitution and CBC, at the same time of s.c. “Bottai's law” that states the public 
enjoyment of the cultural heritage (art. 7), one of the first provisions on the cultural objects' protection 
was been just the art. 23, sub. 2, LDA.
　The provision express a sort of partnership between public administrations and citizens in the cul-
tural heritage's protection; it in fact stated and states that when a family interest to protect an artwork 
became a public interest to protect a cultural object, the same faculties provided by the art. 23 LDA 
are attributed to the Government (originally to the Prime Minister, now to Cultural Heritage's Minister, 
which was established in 1975).
　Consequently there is a concurrent protection on the cultural heritage (for example today against 
the commercial use of Botticelli's Venere-often printed on aprons-could claim both Botticelli's 
descendants both the Government). In this situation an artwork, altough copyrighted or patented (es. 
Venere's apron), is bended in favor of moral, family and cultural interests.
　In the European Directives we can observe yet this trend to prefer personal or public interests. In 
this direction moves, in fact, the Dir. 28/2012/EU on the use and protection of orphan works (that 
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could be too part of a cultural heritage)5).
　These works express well the link between the purpose of dissemination promoted by Cultural 
Heritage's rules and the Copyright's limits because these are books, newspapers, films that are still 
protected by copyright but whose authors or other rightholders are not known or cannot be located or 
contacted to obtain copyright permissions.
　In front of this contractual lock and vacuum protection the orphan works have become part of 
collections held by European libraries that, with new rules, could legally digitize them, group them in 
a free and open database6)  and put them online, overcoming the copyright's limitations.
　This balancing is identified, also, in international conventions (as “UNIDROIT Convention on 
stolen or illegally exported cultural objects”, signed in Rome in 1995, that regulates the civil liability 
in the movement of cultural objects; for example the art. 4 states-between the lines - that the compen-
sation to the purchaser of a work stolen also depends on the existence and his knowability of rights, 
moral and economic, on the cultural object; for this reason-i believe - could be important a return, in 
the copyright laws, to the formalities abrogated by Berna Convention in 1908).
　Given the above, condition whereby a cultural object can, also, receive the copyright protection is 
that it has creativeness (art. 1 LDA). On the contrary the work, then the check of the existence of it's 
cultural value for the society (art. 12 CBC), can receive defense by CBC.
　The most important work that has both the references is the artwork (art. 2 LDA; sculpture, paint-
ing, industrial design, etc...)7).
　Nevertheless the law (art. 10, co. 5, CBC) states that an artwork, as a sculpture, made by a living 
author or, however, within 50 years since its creation cannot be regulated by the cultural heritage's 
rules. Even the artistic buildings have the higher limit of 70 years.
　For example the sculpture made in 1970 by an artist dead in 2010 will get the “cultural protection” 
in 2020 (if this statue belongs to the building's facade the “cultural protection” will began only in 
2040). Until the 2080 it will keep the economic protection, while the moral protection will be forever8).
　In this moment, therefore, the italian law shows a dangerous conflict of interests between author's 
economic aims and public interest, because is very difficult to say which interest prevails during the 
last 20 years of economic privilege. 
　This opposition is, too, the opposition between two values' orders: the fast and free things' move-
ment and the protection of personal or public rights9).
　Speaking with regard to movable things, probably could be better stretch this privilege to 70 years; 
in fact the general prevalence of the public interest on the private interests allows us to observe a 
weakening of the exclusive rights on the artwork.
　Although the art. 107 CBC, at co. 1, states that the P.A. could allow to make copies of “cultural 
objects” respecting each copyrights on the artwork, there is in fact a trend to overcoming the typical 
exclusivity of the private property (i.e., here, of the copyright). For instance, according to co. 2, in the 
conflict between the economic interest to make a mold of the statue and the public interest to forbid it 
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prevails the last one.
　This conclusion is rooted in the 3D printing reproduction, in which instead the egoistic interest to 
not license an artwork's copy is, often, won by the cultural and creative collettive interests. From an 
artwork's photography, in fact, now we can “copy” or “create” - when the creation is “a distinguishable 
variation” from the original work - a new model of the artwork10).
　Another case in which we can view the “favor rei publicae”, i.e. the preference to a public interest, 
is respect to the will to retire (ius poenitendi) or to destroy (ius abutendi) the artwork that is, also, a 
cultural object; in this case the collective interest to the dissemination of a cultural message prevails on 
the author's moral faculties.
　This trend is, also, proved by the “new” art. 15 LDA that, establishing a fair use, allows to play in 
museums or public libraries works of others, so that they are known and enhanced.
　There are cases that show that the cultural object's reproduction is governed as such as the art-
work's reproduction. In these cases the italian public law-CBC - mimics the copyright law-LDA-fore-
seeing “licenses” and “fair uses”.
　Significant, by the way, is the s.c. “David armed's case”11).
　The Michelangelo's David is guarded in Galleria dell'Accademia in Florence since 1873 and its 
material reproduction is subject to a sort of “license”, i.e. to a public authorization that check the 
compability between stated purpose and cultural destination (artt. 106-107 CBC); in front of this 
license is provided the payment of a “fee” (art. 108 CBC).
　In 2014 the US company USA ARMALITE, to promote the sale of its weapons, has infringed both 
rules making an outrageous photomontage depicting the David armed with a machine gun.
　Against the US company reacted immediatly the italian government and the case was solved 
peacefully with the withdrawal of the image from the advertising campaign.
　This case appears trivial, but starting from it the scholars have established a strict interpretation of 
the prohibition of cultural objects' free reproducibility (art. 107 CBC), considering it also operates with 
respect to digital reproduction (we expect now the expressed modification of the CBC).
　At the same time, in 2014, was reformed the art. 108, co. 3, CBC specifying a sort of new “fair 
use”, i.e. that you can't photograph monuments for commercial purposes but you can reproduce freely 
a monument (for example the same Michelangelo's David, as well as i did for this lecture) when you 
have a personal purpose, a study's aim or if you want to express your creativity.
　Nevertheless, sometimes, the copyrights form a “dam” that prevents this fair use; for this reason 
we must check that the cultural object is free from copyrights (art. 107, co. 1, CBC), included “new 
copyrights” like a play of lights (es. Ponte Vecchio by night).
　In Italy in fact-unlike many european countries that have transposed the article 5(3(h) of s.c. “InfoS-
oc Directive” (Dir. 2001/29/CE on the copyright laws' harmonisation)-there isn't the s.c. “freedom of 
panorama” (i.e. a special copyright fair use that allow to photograph monuments or others buildings 
without licenses)12).
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　Sometimes, to invoke this “cultural fair use” (not the freedom of panorama), we must prove the 
photo shoot's unprofessional's nature.
　I believe that a shoot with a reflex on a tripod could be sanctioneted, instead a shoot with a compact 
camera should be free (both ex art. 108, co. 3., CBC, both for the public land's abusive occupation ex 
art. 20 D. Lgs n. 285/1992, artt. 38-39 D. Lgs n. 507/1993 and art. 633 c.p.)
　In summary, in Italy the digital reproduction of a cultural object (es. Ponte Vecchio by night) might 
need, first of all, a copyright's authorization (by the play lights' author), then a public authorization (by 
the Municipality of Florence), providing - in this last case - that there isn't the “fair use” stated by art. 
108, co. 3, CBC. Instead can never be invoked a “freedom of panorama”.
　The technological development, through a smart use of IPRs (patents but overall copyrights on soft-
wares and other contents), has allowed to open a new legal policy in the cultural heritage's protection 
and enhancement. We passed, in fact, from a logic of controls to a logic of agreements.
　This is now proved by the agreement between Google Cultural Institute and the most important 
world's museums on the creation of an open access database of artworks digitized in H.D., that is, 
moreover, a copyrighted work (es. Uffizi's agreement)13).
　This one, that it's part of s.c. Google Art Project, represents a new address: collaborative and selfless 
rather than prescriptive and selfish. Over the historical cheering mission and the general protective 
mission we can see, in fact, that the digital copyright rules can take an educational mission, spreading 
the artwork's cultural message in the world, with the main aim to “democratize” the access to the 
culture and promote its preservation for the future generations.
　There is, so, a new political strategy: choosing the most important world's content provider, in 
fact, we can transform it from the main co-responsible for the digital infringements to the best ally of 
copyrights and cultural heritage's protection.
　Finally, we should remember that the our Supreme Court (Cass. Civ., S. U., 14 Febraury 2011, n. 
3665)14) in 2011-speaking about enviromental goods-said in general that a cultural object, regardless 
of the holder's private or public nature, is a “common good” because it is inherently allocated to a 
community to fulfill its fundamental rights, even if its holder can deserve an award (es. royalties) for 
his efforts to protect and promote it (artt. 106-110 CBC).
　Unfortunately this judgment was overturned in 2014 by HUDOC that stated the preeminence of the 
private property right on the public interest; but i believe that the question is still open and we hope in 
a new overturning that states the cultural identity can not be confined in an enclosure, being - instead - 
essential in the social progress15).
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